It is very important to find new methods for improving the properties of nanostructured materials that can be used to replace the highly expensive and complicated techniques of fabricating ZnO nano-powders for solar cell applications. Pneumatic spray pyrolysis method offers a relatively inexpensive way of fabricating ZnO nanomaterials of controllable morphology, good crystallinity and uniform size distribution, which makes it a good candidate for the production of ZnO nanoparticles. Additionally, it has the advantage of producing ZnO NPs in one step directly on the substrate without the need for other wet chemistry processes like purification, drying and calcination. To that end, the present study emphasizes more on the design and optimization of spray pyrolysis system as well as on the pneumatic spray pyrolysis conditions for the production of carbon-doped ZnO nanoparticles. The un-doped and carbon-doped ZnO NPs were prepared using pneumatic spray pyrolysis employing zinc acetate as a precursor solution and tetrabutylammonium as a dopant. The fabricated un-doped and C-ZnO NPs were characterized for their morphological, structural and optical properties using SEMEDX, XRD and DRS. SEM analysis has revealed that the fabricated un-doped and C-ZnO NPs have spherical shape with mesoporous morphology. The crosssectional SEM has also revealed that the film thickness changes with increasing dopant concentration from 0.31 to 0.41 μm at higher concentrations. Moreover, the EDX spectra have confirmed the presence of Zn and O atoms in the PSPsynthesized ZnO NPs. XRD analysis of both un-doped and C-ZnO has revealed the peaks belonging to hexagonal Wurtzite structure of ZnO. Additionally, the DRS has revealed a decrease in energy band gap of the synthesized ZnO NPs, with the increase in carbon dopant level.
Introduction
In recent decades, semiconducting metal oxide materials such as zinc oxide (ZnO), tin oxide (SnO 2 ), iron oxide (Fe 2 O 3 ) and titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) have become an area of research due to their great potential to solve environmental problems [1] . These wide-band-gap semiconductors are considered to have the ability to easily adjust the optoelectronic and transport properties of the metal oxide semiconductor material which makes them the promising candidates for several applications such as gas sensing, photocatalysis, storage and solar energy conversion [2, 3] . Among them, zinc oxide is of special interest due to its wide range of properties such as direct band gap (3.37 eV at room temperature), non-toxicity, high photo stability and large exciton binding energy (60 meV) [3, 4] . Additionally, ZnO offers a low-cost material for solar cell electrodes, and its low price compared with other wide-band semiconductor nanomaterials makes it a good candidate for industrial applications.
Moreover, the physical and chemical properties of ZnO nanomaterial depend closely on the two geometrical parameters which are size and shape [5] . It can be easily processed into several nanostructures of different sizes, shape and morphologies such as nanorods, nanowires, nanonails, nanotubes, nanocombs, nanoflower, nanosheets, nanobelts, nanoparticles, etc. These nanostructures have become an area of interest for several applications due to their unique properties observed at nanoscale. Among the numerous nanostructures, nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted great attention in many device applications due to their unique catalytic, optical, magnetic and electrical properties because of their nanoscale dimensions [5, 6] . Particularly, the modified ZnO NPs have become function and integration of nanostructure assembly for dye-sensitized solar cells and nanoscale devices. The structural, morphological and optical properties of ZnO NPs can be improved and controlled by a chemical reaction which is a very crucial factor influencing the performance of semiconductor nanomaterials for many technological applications. Recently, great efforts have been made in the fabrication of doped ZnO nanomaterials in order to improve the morphological, structural and optical properties of nanomaterials specifically by modifying the surface properties such as electronic band gap, specific surface area, oxygen vacancies and crystal deficiencies [6, 7] . In previous articles, it has been reported that doping with non-metal elements such as C, S and N can improve the structural, morphological and vibrational properties of ZnO [7] [8] [9] . Doping with non-metal elements such as N or C has been reported to reduce the band gap of a wide-band semiconductor by enhancing a number of properties but not limited to ferromagnetism, magnets to transport properties and p-type conduction properties [8, 9] .
There are several methods that have been used for the preparation of ZnO NPs which include physical methods and wet chemistry to solid-phase systems. However, the physical and chemical methods such as evaporation plasma [10] , anodization [11, 12] , spin on methods [13, 14] , sputtering [15] , ion-assisted deposition [16] , reactive ion plating [17] , laser ablation [18] , filtered arc deposition [19] and atomic layer epitaxy [20] employed for the preparation of ZnO NPs in previous articles have been reported to require very expensive equipments, complex process controls and stringent reaction conditions. Additionally, these methods are responsible for the host of many problems such as generation of hazardous by-products, the use of toxic and flammable solvents, difficult controlling of morphology, very substrate dependent and require high vacuum temperature. The solid-based methods are the promising alternatives for the preparation of ZnO NPs due to their simplicity and high yield [9, 21] . Additionally, they do not require several steps like wet chemistry methods such as purification, calcinations, drying and extraction of material before use.
Moreover the solid-based techniques present no reagent concentration drawback as compared to other physical and chemical systems, which makes them more desirable for industrial scaling. Among the solid-based methods like laser ablation [21] , sputtering coating [22] , frequency electron tube sputtering (RFMS) [23] , spin coating [24] , aerosol-assisted chemical vapor deposition [25] and spray pyrolysis [26] . Spray pyrolysis (SP) offers a modest and cost-effective way of fabricating a number of nanostructures unlike many other film deposition techniques [27] .
Moreover, SP has the potential to produce nanoparticles with consistent structural, optical and morphological properties in a one-step process without a need for other wet chemistry steps such as cleansing or excessive drying that contributes on the overall cost of fabrication of ZnO nanostructures [27, 28] . Additionally, this method is responsible to coat huge substrates and also offers the possibility for industrial scaling. Furthermore, SP process makes it possible to grow nanoparticles directly on the substrate and can be used directly as photo-anodes in the dye-sensitized solar cell device which in turn lowers the overall production cost of a solar cell device. The present study focuses on the novel pyrolysis of carbon-doped ZnO nanoparticles for solar cell application. Additionally, the death of scientific articles that report on the influence of carbon doping on ZnO NPs fabricated by PSP method was also the major motivation of the present compilation. BrN) precursor solutions were prepared in much the same way as this one; the only difference was the volume of the dopant solution as shown in Table 1 .
Design consideration
The precursor solution was then transferred into a chamber connected to a pneumatic pump prior to spray deposition. Firstly, the F:SnO 2 glass substrate was washed with detergent and then rinsed with distilled water, isopropanol, distilled water and acetone, followed by drying under hot air to evaporate the acetone. Then the fabrication of un-doped and C-ZnO NPs was done on well-dried F:SnO 2 glass substrate at a deposition temperature of 400°C. The fabricated NPs were then characterized using XRD spectra, obtained using a Bruker D8 Advance X-Ray diffractometer (XRD) with a Cu anode, generating Kά radiation of wavelength 1.544 Å and operating at 40 kV and 40 mA, which was used to obtain the crystallographic phase and associated parameters of ZnO samples of the fabricated NPs. The XRD θ-2θ patterns of ZnO NPs fabricated by PSP were recorded in the 2θ range of 30-100°C at room temperature. The elemental, structural and morphological properties of ZnO nanostructures were studied using field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) Zeiss Auriga SEM equipped with EDS with Smart SEM software at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV. High-resolution transmission electron microscope was used to determine the finer details relating to structural properties of un-doped and C-ZnO samples, obtained using a JEOL JEM 2100 HRTEM operating at 200 kV for high-resolution images with selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns. The confocal Raman imaging system (WITec GmbH, Ulm, Germany) alpha300RS was used to study the Raman active modes present in the ZnO samples. A fibre-coupled DPSS laser 532 nm with maximum output power after single-mode fibre coupling of 44 mW was used as the excitation source. Data were then collected using a multimode fibre into a high-throughput lens-based spectrograph (UHTS 300) with 300 mm focal length and two gratings 600 and 1800 g/mm, both blazed at 550 nm.
Experimental problems experienced with spray pyrolysis system at other laboratories for production of ZnO nanomaterials
This part outlines the practical knowledge or challenges that other authors experienced when operating spray pyrolysis (SP) technique. The knowledge collected from these authors was considered and played an imperative part in governing, assembling and monitoring the current spray pyrolysis (SP) system; hence we are also working with similar spray pyrolysis system. Additionally, the knowledge assembled assisted to shape several considerations in selecting the equipment such as furnace type, pneumatic pump size, reactor type, as well as type pneumatic vessel of the existing SP system. Lastly, the deposition conditions as well as material properties employed to enhance the design and development of the pneumatic spray pyrolysis system were also considered.
Experimental complications 3.1 Use of zinc acetate precursor solution
In this study, spray pyrolysis deposition was operated on the glass substrate lying perpendicular on the floor of aluminum tube inside the furnace. The zinc acetate was used as a precursor solution in this research. The spray pyrolysis system used in this research employed pneumatic pump which helps to blow the precursor solution to form mist of droplets inside the PSP vessel. There were few problems occurred with regards to formation of ZnO NPs such as the low solubility of zinc acetate salt in ethanol which needed to be heated up in order to dissolve completely in the solvent and the aluminum contaminations (impurities) initiated from the aluminum tube that was used as the reaction vessel. At higher temperatures, approximately 400°C and above, the aluminum tube impurities penetrate from the sample in the substrate holder which caused sample contamination. Hence, the fabricated ZnO nanoparticles were contaminated with aluminum. Due to aluminum impurities found in the fabricated ZnO NPs, there is a necessity to develop a tube reactor that can withstand deposition temperature of approximately 400°C and above, which does not introduce any impurity element in the fabricated nanomaterials. Similar problems were found in the literature in the case of TiO 2 nanoparticles where titanium tetrachloride was used as a precursor solution which generated massive complications with its chloride contaminants. It was observed that the cubic structures of sodium chloride crystallize fast and obstruct the development of TiO 2 nanostructures on the uppermost of the glass substrates. Therefore, the contaminants of sodium initiated from the reactor tube that was used in the spray pyrolysis system. At higher temperature above 400°C, the sodium contaminant ions penetrate from the reactor tube which created nanomaterial impurities and reserved the development of TiO 2 nanomaterials on top of the glass substrates. Figure 1 reveals the scanning electron microscopy image of cubic sodium chloride crystals on top of fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrates.
The zinc acetate precursor solution fumes are very toxic and acidic and have rapid diffusion rates at higher temperatures. The generated vapors were extremely acidic and portable at higher temperatures. Zinc acetate is known to be non-toxic, so these problems may be caused by the presence of acetic acid stabilizer in zinc acetate solution. The developed fumes produced almost rusted all the rubber tubing and seals fitted on the PSP system which may probably cause serious leakage problems in the system. Moreover the zinc acetate precursor vapors that are generated through deposition method have reserved the formation of zinc oxide nanoparticles; that is why it took us more hours to deposit a thin film of desirable thickness of 10 μm. This can also be probably due to low atomizer comprising the zinc acetate precursor capacities in the PSP vessel.
Substrate orientation
It was discovered that the thickness of the deposited ZnO thin film were not the same in all areas in the substrate, in some areas ZnO thin film had thicker layers compared to others and in some regions there were no ZnO NPs found completely as evidenced by Figure 2 . It is noticed that only those regions of the substrates opposite the incoming vapor (aerosol) were completely covered. Then in other parts of the substrates such as those down the incoming vapor were moderately treated due to the position of the substrate (substrate orientation). The fabricated nanoparticles were found scattered in some areas of the substrates; this is probably due to poor substrate orientation or to unexpected temperature decrease when the furnace was turned off. Moreover, the system took several hours to calm down to room temperature which made it difficult to run two or more samples a day, and the furnace used had poor heat insulation which dissipated heat into the working environment which made it very difficult to deposit thin films continuously. It was also discovered that the spray pyrolysis system has to cool down for more than 8 hours; otherwise, when quickly running a sample before 8 hours of cooling, the system just breaks down and it is very expensive to repair. Additionally, it was also noticed that after several hours of operation, the temperature rises up to beyond human comfort levels, which provided some difficulties in monitoring the spray pyrolysis deposition process continuously as the room temperature rises up to beyond 37°C. Hence it was very difficult to operate this kind of SP system right on a standard laboratory worktable because it presents a very high fire risk. Furthermore, all the rubber tubings could not resist the high temperatures and are needed to be changed regularly from time to time. This presented other possible health risks due to leakage of the evaporating zinc acetate precursor solution into the working atmosphere.
Pneumatic spray pyrolysis operation conditions 4.1 Safety
The pneumatic spray pyrolysis system needs to be closed at all times when running samples so it can strongly function on a normal laboratory workbench without any damage. The PSP system also needs to have an exhaust pipe into a suitably examined area to avoid exhaust of gas products into the work environment which are known to cause health problems in the long term. It has been reported that excessive inhalation of zinc acetate fumes causes nausea, diarrhea, metallic taste, kidney problem, stomach damage and vomiting. The tube furnace does not monitor the heat very well compared to split tube furnace so it was necessary to change the tube furnace by split tube furnace which can easily control the heat.
This has made it very simple and safe to work with aluminum tubing as the reaction reactor compared to quartz tubing. The split tube furnace was constructed in a manner that there is no heat that dissolute inside the work atmosphere. There was a necessity to use zinc acetate as a precursor solution since it is a safe, non-toxic liquid and can also prevent the requirement for high-priced gas handling method. Other precursor solutions like zinc chloride are not safe to use in the spray pyrolysis system because of the inherent problems of faster crystallization rate of chloride impurities which inhibits the formation of ZnO nanoparticles on the substrates. However, other salts like zinc nitrate and zinc naphthenate were other attractive electives for precursor materials for preparation of ZnO nanoparticle due to their safety, non-toxicity and their potential to produce well-adherent and uniform ZnO film.
Pneumatic spraying vessel
The main aim of this study was to design a pneumatic spray pyrolysis system that is capable of generating nanomaterials on a glass substrate, which can be compared to other previous findings by Mwakikunga et al. [29] and Taziwa et al. [30] using an ultrasonic reaction method consisting of an exciting capacity of 0.1 m 3 . 
Selection of ZnO precursor
The selection of a precursor solution became one of the most imperative methods in the fabrication of ZnO nanostructures using spray pyrolysis technique. The properties (physical and chemical) of the precursor solution are influenced by the solvent chosen, nature of salt, the salt concentration as well as other additive or extracts involved [32] . Hence, the structural, morphological and optical properties of the deposited thin films are easily formed through altering the nature of the precursor solution. The effects of preparation technique and zinc oxide precursor solutions like zinc nitrate and zinc chloride were studied. It has been reported that zinc chloride results in the formation of several unknown impurities in the sample which requires it to undergo various steps of wet chemistry such as washing, drying and calcination. Additionally, the samples originating from zinc chloride in the presence of sodium hydroxide as the precursor solution always produce the hexagonal Wurtzite structure of ZnO, while samples produced from the aqueous solution of zinc nitrate mostly result in the formation of polycrystalline structure of ZnO.
The preparation of ZnO using other methods of synthesis such as hydrolysis of zinc acetylacetonate monohydrate or hydrolysis of zinc naphthenate at room temperature also results in the formation of the hexagonal Wurtzite structure of ZnO. In the present study, the zinc acetate was chosen as the precursor of choice as the ZnO precursor. Despite the fact that it is one of the mostly used precursors in previous studies, it is a good candidate for solar cell production because the zinc acetate precursor can be easily modified with other additives like acetic acid as well as dopant to improve the resulting ZnO properties. Many published articles in the literature have highlighted that the morphologies of the fabricated nanostructures can be successfully modified by introducing preservatives into the precursor solutions [30] . Introduction of additives like CH 3 COOH (acetic acid) in the precursor solution results in the alteration of the structure of the deposited ZnO films from fractured to a fractured free reticular. The change in the morphology of the deposited nanoparticles can be accredited to the change in precursor solution interaction. Hence in this work, zinc acetate was employed as the precursor for the fabrication of ZnO nanostructures. Moreover, the precursor consists of following advantages: Figure 3 . Image of the PSP reaction vessel used in this study [31] .
(1) non-corrosive and non-hazardous, recorded as a slight film, (2) extremely filtered and has nearly unlimited shelf life, (3) very unstable at slight temperatures such as 50°C, which indicates that it can be freely decomposed, (4) simply sprayed true without reduction, (5) it is relatively easy to handle as a liquid, even if it can be visible to an unmasked flame. The indication that it is not hazardous implies that presence of zinc acetate system is a relatively easy and safe task, as no special gas handling equipment is required, (6) it has been observed that it cannot be easily affected by the presence of oxygen in the atmosphere; hence there was no carrier gas used during the synthesis process.
Geometry mechanism
Another important aspect that required special consideration was the matter of substrate location and orientation in the reactor tube inside the furnace. It was almost impossible to deposit ZnO NPs at a position of 30°angle or with a substrate placed on the surface of the aluminum tube as this has been reported to cause inhomogeneous thin film coating. To avoid inhomogeneous thin film coating, there was a need to select or design an aluminum substrate holder that preserves the substrate at an angle of 90°so that it can directly interact with the incoming aerosol. The aluminum was selected as a metal of high quality since it presents several advantages such as its stability at deposition temperatures between 400 and 500°C, excellent conductor of heat and it allows preheating of the substrates before the deposition of thin film.
Deposition area
Almost all the types of solar cells havea na c t i v ea r e aw h e r et h es e m i c o nductor nanomaterials are deposited in the glass substrate and the rest of the area on the glass substrate can be utilized for solar cell contacts. Hence, it is necessary to mask the glass substrate in order to allow the formation of a thin film size of 0.5 cm 2 that is normally required for dye-sensitized solar cell application. Hence a substrate holder was designed in such a way that it could stand inside the aluminum tube reactor and at the same time other contact areas were masked during deposition.
Selection of spray reactor (split tube furnace)
There are several methods that can be used to synthesize the ZnO nanomaterials including wet chemistry techniques and solid-based methods. The solid-based methods are the most preferred for producing nanomaterials compared to solution-based methods due to their simplicity, high yield and they do not require several steps of wet chemistry such as washing, drying as well as calcination. The spray pyrolysis system that employ tubular reactor systems (furnace) offer several advantages such as (a) operation simplicity, (b) minimum throughput, (c) smaller current budget, (d) inexpensive to operate and (e) does not require successive heat treatment just after sample synthesis. Additionally, when tubular reactor is employed in spray pyrolysis method, each droplet holds the precursor in the exact the same stoichiometry as preferred in the product unlike in other reactors such as vapor flame reactor where the variety of the products is limited by the choice of metal precursors with enough vapor pressure to provide the preferred amount of the species into the reactor. Moreover, in spray pyrolysis reactor, the droplet basically serves as an isolated micro-reactor which is a vast advantage over the vapor phase method because most reactants are expected to evaporate concurrently with extra precaution to achieve the preferred stoichiometry in vapor flame reactor. Furthermore, spray pyrolysis employing furnace reactor offers more quality at very less operational cost and least operative skill than flame reactors which have very high operating budgets, and the value of the resulting product in neither stoichiometry nor crystalline morphology leaves a proportion to be anticipated. The tubular furnace reactor that is used in the PSP offers a well-controlled temperature (heat) zone over prolonged period of time for conversion of the precursor to the required final product. In addition, tubular reactor method also provides the possibility for industrial scaling. Hence spray pyrolysis method is referred as a method that draws on the advantage of outstanding three-dimensional mixing of the reactants and was also established for multi component systems. These facts are generally one of the drivers of the high-quality tubular reactor used in this work as revealed here in Figure 4 . Figure 4 displays the split tube furnace and the aluminum tube that were employed in this study for the synthesis of ZnO NPs, respectively.
Pneumatic spray pyrolysis system
The spray pyrolysis system consists of a (i) split tube furnace, (ii) aluminum reactor as the reaction zone, (iii) nebulizer that converts the starting solution into droplets, (iv) sample holder (i.e. filter, electrostatic precipitator and thermophoretic sampler) and (v) an exhaust. The pneumatic spray pyrolysis (PSP) system was designed and assembled specifically for the fabrication of ZnO nanomaterials for solar cell applications. Figure 5 displays the schematic diagram of the PSP technique system used in this study for the fabrication of ZnO nanostructures.
Pneumatic spray pyrolysis deposition involves forcing the precursor solution into fine nozzles to yield the mist of droplets of the precursor liquid at audible sound. The generated precursor droplets in a chamber are then transported into the furnace (heated zone) through the aluminum tube onto a preheated glass substrate. The PSP reaction was carried out at room temperature unlike in ultrasonic spray pyrolysis (USP) where the reaction is carried out in an oxygen-free environment using nitrogen or argon as a carrier gas to elude oxide formation and to declare reduction to metal that occurs in the high-temperature reaction zone. The spray pyrolysis reaction was run at a constant flow rate that was automatically controlled by the pneumatic pump at an average flow rate of 5-6 ml/min. The spray pyrolysis deposition was accomplished at the system functioning at a temperature of 400°C; this is due to sufficient residence time consumed by spray vapor droplets inside the furnace. The deposition temperature and flow rate have the influence on the shape, size and the structure of the deposited thin film. The ZnO thin films were deposited on top of the fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrates.
Pneumatic spray pyrolysis mechanism for droplet generation
In order for the droplet to be generated, the precursor solution must have sufficient high velocity of ejection in the pneumatic vessel. The speed of the air from the pneumatic pump measures the droplet size in the pneumatic atomization. Hence increasing the pneumatic pump speed leads to the formation of very small droplets. The splitting of the precursor solution occurs to produce droplets and is transferred from the liquid pneumatic source interface to the surrounding air as a mist of very fine dense droplets. This process usually happens when the precursor solution is subjected to sufficiently high intensity of pneumatic field. Spraying of the liquid is done in the presence of very high pneumatic pump speed to the precursor solution which results in the formation of aerosols with constant droplet size and depends closely on the characteristics of the liquid. There are several main features which demonstrate scale pneumatic spray pyrolysis such as aerosol pneumatic generator, high temperature furnace with a fire wall heated reactor, electrostatic filter as well as the vacuum system. The precursor solution sheet can be interrupted to form droplets when the high-velocity air conveys its energy to the precursor. Figure 6 shows the schematic diagram for the droplet generation at the crest of the waves.
Ultrafine droplets with good sphericity and uniform size distribution can be attained only if the energy of precursor sheet fragmentation can be delivered by the use of pneumatic energy [33] . The spray of very small ultra-fine droplets is properly produced by high pneumatic atomization speed. Traditional mechanical approaches such as pressure or gas-assisted methods are not considered to be advantageous on the generation of very small droplets compared to pneumatic atomization because it has some specific characteristics that make it more valuable [29, 34, 35] . Pneumatic atomization is a very productive method of generating small droplets. The ZnO nanostructures were formed after the precursor droplets have been generated. 
Pyrolysis of ZnO precursor solution
Generally, when a droplet hits the surface of the substrate, many processes take place simultaneously such as the vaporization of residual solvent, droplet diffusion as well as the corrosion of salt. Several design cores exist for the pyrolysis of the precursor depending upon the chemical environment. The mechanism of the reaction of zinc acetate aerosol for the formation of ZnO depends on the size of the droplet. The decomposition conditions are assumed to be similar to a CVD process if the majority of the aerosol is in gas phase when in contact with the substrate. The majority of aerosols with larger droplet sizes could not have enough time to vaporize completely, while those with small droplet sizes are easily decomposed by pyrolysis before reaching the substrate. Hence the droplet size distribution is small enough in the pneumatic spraying. At very low temperatures, the decomposition rate is assumed to be slower than the deposition rate which results in the formation of liquid film on the surface as revealed by process A in the above diagram. The resulting layer is slowly dried; however, it can still have several organics and possible cracks on it. At this stage a small amount of zinc oxide as a hydrated white precipitate will be present in its amorphous phase. Figure 7 shows the deposition processes of the aerosol droplet transport that occur with rising the temperature of the substrate.
As the substrate temperature increases to higher temperatures in process B, the solvent from the precursor solution vaporizes completely through the trip of the droplet just before striking the floor (surface), and the precipitate hits the substrate where corrosion of the aerosol takes place [36] . As the temperatures increase in process C, the solvent also evaporates before the droplets strike the substrate, and the solid precipitate melts and sublimes which results in diffusion of the vapor to the substrate and commences a chemical reaction process. This is the stage where the adherent films can mostly be achieved by CVD [36, 37] . At higher temperatures in process D, the precursor solution evaporates just before hitting the glass substrate; at this stage the vapor phase first experiences a chemical reaction before invading on top of the substrate which results in the formation of solid nanoparticles that remain to the floor of the substrate. Hence we can speculate that the ZnO solid films can be yielded by evaporation and corrosion of the precursor prior to striking the substrate at high temperatures. Additionally, the existence of huge nanoparticles on the surface of the substrate can be due to very large droplets, which are not completely decomposed when arrived at the substrate. The chemical reaction mechanism for the formation of ZnO nanoparticles is more similar to that proposed by Livage [35, 38] in the production of vanadium oxide NPs and similar to the one adopted by Taziwa et al. [29, 30] in the production of carbon-doped titanium dioxide NPs and is shown by the following reactions: 
Operation of PSP system
Pneumatic spray pyrolysis can be used to generate an aerosol from a dilute aqueous salt solution (ZnO precursor solution), resulting in the formation of nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution. The reaction was carried at a constant flow rate and was automatically controlled by the pneumatic pump which was used to blow the precursor solution in the PSP vessel. The pneumatic spray deposition was performed at the system operating at an average flow rate of 5-6 ml/min at a temperature of 400°C; this is probably due to sufficient residence times consumed by spray vapor droplets into the furnace. Table 2 reveals the typical deposition factors of the chosen precursor. Annealing temperature (°C) 400 Table 2 .
Operational conditions for PSP method. 
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Pyrolysis of Carbon-Doped ZnO Nanoparticles for Solar Cell Application DOI: http://dx.doi.org /10.5772/intechopen.82098 The pneumatic spray pyrolysis system in its final form is clearly revealed here in Figure 8 ; it is incorporated with all the other components as well as those listed in other sections above. In addition, the diagram in Figure 9 highlights the necessary steps to set up and perform depositions of ZnO employing PSP system using a horizontal reactor. The aluminum substrate holder was employed in all conditions for ZnO thin film production.
7. Results and discussion 7.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) Figure 10 shows the SEM micrographs of the un-doped and C-ZnO NPs fabricated using the PSP system with different levels of carbon dopants. The SEM images of synthesized un-doped and C-ZnO samples have revealed the formation of spherical-shaped ZnO NPs with uneven grain size distribution. The SEM micrographs of the synthesized samples have revealed the change in morphology and shape of un-doped and C-ZnO NPs as the level of dopant increases. Additionally, the SEM images have revealed that the un-doped and C-ZnO samples consist of mesoporous morphology with a multiple porous network structure. Moreover, the introduction of carbon in the ZnO matrix has resulted in the formation of large spherical NPs surrounded by small NPs.
The inserts in Figure 10 show an elemental analysis of the un-doped and C-ZnO NPs which was performed with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy, using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The EDX spectra of both un-doped and carbon-doped ZnO NPs revealed the existence of Zn, O and C which indicates the successful pyrolysis of zinc ethoxide to form ZnO nanomaterials. Additionally, the presence of the C, Zn and O elements in the carbon-doped samples indicates the effective modification of carbon in the ZnO matrix. Furthermore, the EDX spectra of the synthesized ZnO NPs have revealed the existence of Al in all the samples; this is due to the aluminum tube reactors and aluminum substrate holder used in the pneumatic spray pyrolysis system. Figure 11 shows cross-sectional SEM images of the un-doped and carbon-doped ZnO thin films deposited by pneumatic spray pyrolysis technique. The thickness of the thin films was measured using cross-sectional SEM method. It is observed that the film thickness changes with increasing dopant concentration from 0.31 to 0.41 μm. The thickness of the un-doped ZnO thin film is 3.1-3.2 which was gradually increased due to the presence of dopant to 0.3538 at lower concentrations of dopant and 0.38-0.41 at higher concentrations. This implies that the introduction of carbon to ZnO lattice also affects the film thickness of the fabricated ZnO NPs as evidenced by Figure 11 The effect of carbon doping on the ZnO lattice was cross-examined by monitoring the three dominant peak positions of (100), (002) and (001) planes. The introduction of carbon doping resulted in a peak shift to higher 2θ wave numbers, Figure 13 shows the UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) of the synthesized un-doped and C-doped ZnO NPs. The UV-Vis DRS analysis has shown that there is a shift in absorption edge as the dopant level increases. The energy band gaps of the ZnO NPs were estimated by using Eg =1239/λEdge*eV. The absorption edgeoftheun-dopedZnOsampleis374nmwithanenergybandgap3.31eV which is larger than for bulk ZnO NP with an absorption edge at 388 nm and energy band gap of 3.2 eV as revealed by the UV-Vis analysis. The absorption edges of the carbon-doped samples have revealed a red shift with energy band gaps of 3.29, 3.28 and 3.27 eV for the 0.01, 0.015 and 0.025 M of C-ZnO samples, respectively. This red shift in energy band gaps is probably due to size confinement effect.
Cross-sectional SEM

Conclusion
Gathering knowledge about the challenges that other researchers experienced when working with spray pyrolysis for the production of ZnO together with understanding the properties and the crystal structure of ZnO has made it possible to design a novel pneumatic spray pyrolysis (PSP) system from ultrasonic spray pyrolysis (USP) for the deposition of ZnO NPs. The novel PSP system developed has presented unique features in material synthesis of ZnO nanostructures, like using the horizontal furnace reactor as compared to the vertical systems used in other techniques such as CVD, sol-gel, ion-assisted deposition etc. The horizontal system offers several advantages for thin film deposition in the absence of any tailing effect detected in the partial or oblique angle illustrations like in almost all the CVD methods. The samples in this system were deposited at 90°angle, which enables the aerosol beam comprised of the precursor solution vapor to directly cooperate with the substrate consistently. This system was able to produce the desired ZnO nanostructured properties for solar cell application. The SEM micrographs of both un-doped and carbon-doped samples have revealed the formation of spherical-shaped ZnO nanoparticles mesoporous morphology. The SEM images also revealed that the morphology and shape of the fabricated ZnO samples change as the dopant level increases. Additionally, the EDX analysis has confirmed the presence of Zn, C and O in the synthesized samples which indicates the successful pyrolysis of zinc ethoxide solution to form ZnO nanoparticles. The cross-sectional SEM has revealed the increase in film thickness as the dopant levels increase from 0.31 to 0.41 μm. The XRD has revealed the characteristic peaks of the hexagonal Wurtzite structure of ZnO for both un-doped and carbon-doped ZnOsamples.XRDlineswereobservedat31.90,34.50,36.34,47.73,56.88,63.04, 68.20 and 77.33°and were indexed as (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (200) and (112), respectively. Additionally, the XRD analysis has also revealed a shift in the peaks to higher 2θ standards, which indicates the substitutional doping in the synthesized carbon-doped samples. Lastly, the UV-Vis DRS analysis has revealed a blue shift in absorption spectra of the synthesized samples with an increase in carbon doping.
